
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the buying and usage of computers and
tablets.

•• Ownership of desktop, laptops and tablets and operating system of these
devices.

•• The types of activities consumers use these devices for.
•• Preferences for using a smartphone ahead of a computer or tablet at

home.

Half of tablet owners prefer to use their smartphone at home, rising to 72% of
Millennials. Despite the efforts from manufacturers to pitch tablets as a
potential laptop replacement, they remain secondary items to either a
traditional computer or a phone and one that is predominantly used for media
consumption.

COVID-19 has caused permanent changes to where consumers work, with a
section of people likely to have moved further away from the office for
financial or family reasons. Therefore, manufacturers can hone in on tablets
being a media consumption device and one that is ideal for keeping users
entertained during longer, albeit less frequent, commutes - with video or game
streaming.

The computers and tablets industry is still a long way from being able to fully
meet consumer demand. The pandemic caused a shortage of semiconductor
chips at a point when these devices were most in demand and Intel expects
this to continue into 2023. 38% of those who have bought a laptop, desktop or
tablet since COVID-19 say that stock shortages made it difficult for them to buy
one of those products.

The fact that this percentage rises to 59% for Older Millennials indicates that
this generation has been looking for more specific computers, instead of
buying whichever was available. Brands which focus their advertising on RAM
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capabilities, particularly how it benefits gaming, will engage those Older
Millennials who have not bought a new personal computer yet since the
pandemic.
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• Tablet is the go-to device for media consumption
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Figure 8: Activities performed on a desktop, laptop or tablet,
2021

• Hybrid working drives the importance of 5G in tablets
Figure 9: Usage of desktop, laptop or tablet compared to
during the COVID-19 lockdowns, 2021

• Focusing on RAM in marketing is key as industry emerges
from chip shortage

• Popularity of online banking and shopping highlights
importance of biometrics
Figure 10: Attitudes towards computers, tablets and
smartphones, 2021

• RAM is a key selling point as industry emerges from chip
shortage

• Manufacturers should hone in on tablets being a media
consumption device

• 5G makes tablets the ideal product for commuters

• Market for desktop, laptops and tablets valued at £3.43
billion
Figure 11: Value of desktop, laptop and tablet computers
market, 2016-21

• Laptops account or the majority of the market
Figure 12: Market segmentation for the computers market,
2016-21

• Laptops are driving market growth
Figure 13: Value of the laptop market, 2016-21

• Tablet market returned to pre-COVID-19 decline in 2021
Figure 14: Value of the tablet market, 2016-21

• Desktops do not follow pattern of 2020 growth
Figure 15: Value of desktop market, 2016-21

• Computers and tablet market starts to move back to pre-
pandemic decline
Figure 16: Category outlook for computers, 2022-26

• Computers market will gradually decline following positive
sales during COVID-19
Figure 17: Forecast for the value of the desktop, laptop and
tablet computers market, 2021-26
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Figure 18: Forecast for the volume of desktop, laptop and
tablet sales, 2021-26

• Market drivers and assumptions
• Forecast methodology

• Desktop market continues decline through the pandemic
Figure 19: Forecast for the value of the desktop market,
2021-26
Figure 20: Forecast for the volume of desktop sales, 2021-26

• End of the chip shortage will help laptop market
Figure 21: Forecast for the value of the laptop market,
2021-26
Figure 22: Forecast for the volume of laptop sales, 2021-26

• Tablet market returns to decline following growth in 2020
Figure 23: Forecast for the value of the tablet market,
2021-26
Figure 24: Forecast for the volume of tablet sales, 2021-26

• Pricing of foldable phones restricts impact on tablet market
• Semiconductor chip shortage still impacting computers

industry
• Changing TV habits boosting media consumption on tablets
• Gaming industry is growing and becoming more accessible

across different devices

• Apple remains as market leader in computers
• Lenovo edges out HP in share for desktops and laptops

Figure 25: Market share for desktop, laptop and tablet
computers, 2021

• Samsung launches Galaxy Book Go
• Samsung releases smart monitors for work and leisure at

home
• Apple updates iPad Mini and iPad Pro tablets
• iPad Pro
• iPad Mini

MARKET FORECAST - DESKTOPS

MARKET FORECAST - LAPTOPS

MARKET FORECAST - TABLETS

MARKET DRIVERS

MARKET SHARE

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• Apple adds M1 Pro and M1 Max CPUs to MacBook Pros
• Apple refreshes iMac design
• Acer launches successor to flagship Chromebook Spin 713

• Baby Boomers are a strong target market for entry level
tablets

• Entry level Android tablets with long battery life are likely to
engage for Baby Boomers
Figure 26: Ownership of desktop, laptop or tablet computers,
2021

• COVID-19 drives purchases of computers and tablets
Figure 27: Computer purchases since COVID-19, 2021

• Lack of awareness is likely the only reason more people do
not own Chromebooks
Figure 28: Desktop or laptop operating system, 2021

• Apple to maintain its market share due to customer loyalty
Figure 29: Tablet operating system, 2021

• Retailers should use gaming-based incentives with desktops
to appeal to the male-focused audience
Figure 30: Activities performed on desktop, by gender, 2021

• Tablet manufacturers should prioritise advertising tablets as
media consumption devices

• Pricing impacts use cases for Android and Apple tablets
Figure 31: Activities performed on desktop, laptop or tablet,
2021

• Hybrid working drives interest in 5G tablets
Figure 32: Usage of desktop, laptop or tablet compared to
during COVID-19 lockdowns,

• Smartphones reducing people’s motivation to buy new
laptops

• Focusing on RAM in marketing is key as industry emerges
from chip shortage

• Popularity of online banking and shopping highlights
importance of biometrics
Figure 33: Attitudes towards computers, tablets and
smartphones, 2021

COMPUTER AND TABLET OWNERSHIP

COMPUTER AND TABLET OPERATING SYSTEMS

ACTIVITIES ON COMPUTER OR TABLET

ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTERS
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• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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